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The pink Scarecrow
The sweat on his brow and the sudden
racing of his heartbeat had nothing to do
with the presence of a Bollywood Heroine
and a Beauty Queen (Winner of Mrs India
Pageant) in the Military Station at the New
Years Eve Party. The fear of acting out of
line and committing the misdemeanour of
ogling at the lady guest, an act in clear
contravention of established military
courtesies...which could possibly make him
lose many social accolades well earned
during his military career spanning several
years.Apology was the only option and
Lieutenant Colonel Vishesh, a strategist,
plans his next move.As he plans the
strategy for his apology, he wonders why
he had resorted to such an act when he had
had his fill as a bachelor years ago. His
question takes him to enter a mental
burrow where he sees one of the
insignificant passions, that of with Pink
Scarecrow. The trivial passion would have
turned to somewhat more serious but for
some incident, which he saw as a deliberate
prick to his ego that led him to end the
relationship abruptly -- though not before
blasting the Pink Scarecrow, i.e., Garvita,
into a million pieces........Mopping his
brow and jerking his head in an attempt to
get rid of the thoughts of that insignificant
passion, he prepares to act on his plan to
seek pardon from the ilady of the evening
whom he considers he has offended much.
He is shocked when he is chosen by the
lady as her dance partner, much to the
chagrin of his Commanding Officer,
Colonel Sameer Chauhan, and so many
other fine-looking Army and Air Force
officers both parallel and senior to him
who were present there. Oscillating
between visible and invisible infatuations
on the dance floor while dancing in close
proximity with the dazzling lady, he could
smell her perfume and he felt his body
heating up.His mind decoded this as a
feeling of passionate expression of man
woman bodily magnetism which was
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consuming him; he presumes that maybe
the lady never noticed his awkward
behaviour, maybe she was never offended,
maybe she had pardoned his misdeed, or
probably she had fallen for his
still-so-handsome-at-42-looks...Blocking
all the distracting judgemental thoughts, he
simply tries to seduce his own body into
submission with that of hers. The clock
strikes 12:00....midnight?he holds his
breath under his command just to wholly
absorb her unruffled breath next to his
ears....now craving to be rewarded......he
hears her whispering something. As her
words descend his ears, he freezes in his
track.Read on to find out if at all she
thought he has committed an offence or
does she make him feel punished for his
permanent offence if there was any!
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The Golden Scarecrow - Google Books Result Crowning the scarecrow : appeals to conscience in Lviv
1968-1969: - Google Books Result Aug 12, 2011 - 2 min - Uploaded by Syd Le CorbusierThe keyboards were always
what got me with a lot of Floyd. And im a guitar player. Theres none Sep 25, 2008 - 2 min - Uploaded by
limpidgreen07This alternate version of the Syd Barrett penned tune The Scarecrow was recorded at the The Pink
Floyd* - See Emily Play / Scarecrow (Vinyl) at Discogs Dec 6, 2016 Ankita Srivastava is the author of The Pink
Scarecrow (3.48 avg rating, 21 ratings, 8 reviews, published 2013) The Scarecrow (song) - Wikipedia The Scarecrow
(Barrett) 2:10. The black and green scarecrow as everyone knows. Stood with a bird on his hat and straw everywhere.
He didnt care. He stood in Pink Floyd - 10 - The Scarecrow - The Piper At The Gates Of Dawn Now, as the sun was
setting, the clouds had broken into little pink bubbles, lying idly here and there upon the sky. Higher, near the top of the
window, they were Ankita Srivastava (Author of The Pink Scarecrow) - Goodreads Lyrics to The Scarecrow song
by Pink Floyd: The black and green scarecrow as everyone knows Stood with a bird on his hat and straw everywhere.
The pink Scarecrow: Ankita Srivastava: 9789382473138: Amazon none The long looks made it a long walk. The
pink slips always came out on Fridays and they all knew I had just gotten the word. Except they werent called pink slips
The Scarecrow: A Supernatural Thriller - Google Books Result Jun 4, 2016 - 2 minI do not own neither the music
nor the video. Music: Pink Floyd. Video: British Pathe. Images for The pink Scarecrow Buy The Pink Scarecrow
online at best price in India on Snapdeal. Read The Pink Scarecrow reviews & author details. Get Free shipping & CoD
options across Buy The pink Scarecrow By Ankita Srivastava Online at low price in Dec 16, 2006 - 2 min Uploaded by suregenaFor some reason the directors of Pink Floyds promotional films walked their asses off back in
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The pink Scarecrow [Ankita Srivastava] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. The sweat on his brow and the
sudden racing of his heartbeat The Pink Scarecrow by Ankita Srivastava Reviews, Discussion INTERPRETING
EVENING which to choose when you return to the street under the sign of the elegy of two pink and sky-blue rectangles
such clear descriptions Reviews The Pink Scarecrow - Flipkart Dec 7, 2012 Will be launching the cover of my debut
novel- The Pink Scarecrow on 8th December here. Please share your views. Thanks. Ankita. Posted by : Buy The Pink
Scarecrow: 1 Book Online at Low Prices in The Pink Scarecrow by Ankita Srivastava. A first time book written on
military social life - celeberation of New Years Party in a cantonement club where in military The Pink Scarecrow Jun
8, 2013 Ankita Srivastava turns heads with her debut novel - The Pink book is set in an army backdrop and has a very
good story line. The pink Scarecrow eBook: Ankita Srivastava: : Kindle Store The Scarecrow lyrics - Pink Floyd
Lyrics - The Piper at the Gates of SCARECROW. A life of eternity would mean nothing without you. It would just
stand still. I would be waiting for my time to come. Just to spend a few moments The Pink Scarecrow - Buy The Pink
Scarecrow by Ankita Srivastava The Pink Scarecrow has 21 ratings and 8 reviews. Chandan said: Book : The Pink
ScarecrowAuthor: Ankita SrivastavaGenre : Fiction/Romantic suspensePage Pink Floyd - Scarecrow - YouTube The
Scarecrow - Google Books Result The Scarecrow is a song by Pink Floyd on their 1967 debut album The Piper at the
Gates of Dawn, though it first appeared as the B-side of their second single Download The Pink Scarecrow PDF by
Ankita Srivastava PDF or His question takes him to enter a mental burrow where he sees one of the insignificant
passions, that of with Pink Scarecrow. The trivial passion would have The Pink Floyd at the BBC 1967 - The
Scarecrow - YouTube The meal appeared gray and bland, even with the pink meat of the chicken stirred among the
dumpling juice. At least they had fresh broccoli, and Katy was Pink scarecrow Etsy The Pink Scarecrow - Buy The
Pink Scarecrow by Ankita Srivastava only for Rs. 175 at . Only Genuine Products. 30 Day Replacement Guarantee.
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